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EDITORIAL FOREWORD
This issue of the REVizw, the fourth and last of Volume
Twelve for 1951, consists entirely of the Cumulative Index
of Volumes One through Twelve. It was decided to devote
the fourth issue of Volume Twelve to the Index, both to
expedite publication and to assure that all subscribers shall
have access to it.
First is found the "Author and Reviewer" section, where-
in are listed all names of authors of signed items, no matter
of what nature, and also, the names of the authors of books
reviewed.
Then follows the "Title" section, covering, by titles, all
articles, editorials, comments and casenotes. Titles of books
reviewed are listed in a later section.
Next is the listing of "Cases Noted", both under the
Appellants' and Appellees' names. It was decided not to
attempt a list of cases cited, particularly as Shepard's Mary-
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land Citations furnishes this facility. Attention has earlier
been called to the fact that this phase of the Shepard sys-
tem affords an efficient way of locating REVIZW material,
through running down both case and statutory references.
Following is the list of "Book Reviews", by titles, the
authors' names being found in the "Author and Reviewer"
section, mentioned above.
After that is the Subject Index, which is the most novel
in this Cumulative Index, in that the previous annual
Volume indices had no such section, although they did
break the material down under the headings set forth
above. It should be noted that the references in each case
are only to the initial page of the item indexed, rather
than to the specific inside page where the particular point
is treated.
Finally, as an Appendix without page numbering, is
the Facsimile of the respective Table of Contents pages
of the various issues of the REVIEw. It was believed that
reprinting these in this fashion would afford to the user
of the Index a "bird's-eye view" of the whole output of the
REviEw, and a chance to see whether a reference given
only by Volume and Page is something that might bear on
his problem.
